
Introduction 

This is a demonstration for a blockchain based, decentralized supply chain tracking system. It 

showcases the capabilities of a simple smart contract and a very basic front end to control it. 

The project implements a possible structure for representing various real world entities, these 

entities can have relationships among them, and can be controlled by various roles. The 

solution puts an emphasis on transparency. 

 

Intro Video :  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lbYlu0t0DwOCcBHVFggoC4OY7Ta82urB 

Roles description :  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=15_J04P7gMuwrWiO9DSMVKYv6XscyPkMy 

Operations description:  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rKukBc4e_03xPJXXKNh90iqqlc2gNip- 

Reading Information description: 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kqKmQWMzltSZiuwxl94SDfj8CMp5sM7R 

 

Technology used 

The solution is built on the Ethereum programmable blockchain platform. The reasons for the 

choice consists of the large amount of available tools and frameworks, well established 

developer community and available resources, high degree of decentralization and security. For 

smart contract development I have used the Solidity language and Truffle framework. 

For the frontend part I have just used plain vanilla JavaScript, webpack and the truffle-

contract smart contract abstractions, I have used node-js for project environment and 

packages. 

Manual 

Dev 

Tools needed: 

● NPM - https://docs.npmjs.com/downloading-and-installing-node-js-and-npm 

● Truffle - https://www.trufflesuite.com/docs/truffle/getting-started/installation 

● ganache-cli - https://github.com/trufflesuite/ganache-cli 

● Metamask - https://metamask.io/download.html 

 

1. Install all the tools 

2. Clone the repo 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lbYlu0t0DwOCcBHVFggoC4OY7Ta82urB
https://drive.google.com/open?id=15_J04P7gMuwrWiO9DSMVKYv6XscyPkMy
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rKukBc4e_03xPJXXKNh90iqqlc2gNip-
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kqKmQWMzltSZiuwxl94SDfj8CMp5sM7R
https://docs.npmjs.com/downloading-and-installing-node-js-and-npm
https://www.trufflesuite.com/docs/truffle/getting-started/installation
https://github.com/trufflesuite/ganache-cli
https://metamask.io/download.html


3. Execute npm install in the root directory to install the dependencies of the smart 

contract system 

4. Start a new terminal window and start a ganache simulated blockchain ganache-cli 

○ You will want to use the same ethereum address for metamask convenience, 

ganache by default generates a random set of addresses, to work around this, 

you can note down the mnemonic phrases and start ganache with the same 

mnemonics with the -m option, e.g. ganache-cli -m "brown someone 

scare earth able owner snap plunge tape melt hand theme" 

○  

○ … Then to be able to use one of these accounts from metamask, copy the first of 

the private keys listed and import it with the following method: 

https://tokenmarket.net/what-is/how-to-import-wallet-to-metamask-with-private-

keys/ 

5. Execute truffle migrate --network ganache to compile and deploy the smart 

contracts to the chain 

6. Then change directory to ‘app’ and execute npm install again to install the 

dependencies of the frontend 

7. In this same directory execute npm run dev to build the frontend with webpack and run 

a development web server hosting it 

8. Now you can open a browser, navigate to localhost:8080 and use the frontend with 

metamask, first you have to connect, don’t forget to change account to the first address 

in ganache, that is the deployer address that has initiator rights, and select the right 

network, which is localhost in metamask 

User (Frontend description) 

Currently the system only serves demo purposes, the user can only use the app locally on the 

computer that is running the local ganache simulated blockchain, and also there is no remote 

server configured for the frontend, only a local dev server. Capability to deploy on a real, official 

remote Ethereum testnet, like Kovan or Ropsten, etc (or even the main net) can be easily added 

with this short tutorial: 

https://www.trufflesuite.com/tutorials/using-infura-custom-provider 

 

 

Again, make sure you have the right account and network set in metamask, see point 8 in the 

Dev section of the manual. 

Setting roles 

At first the only role in the system is the deploying accounts initiator role. This account can set 

roles for other accounts (or for themselves). In the “Add roles” section you can select the role, 

copy an address in the textbox (usually your own) and send the transaction with the send 

button, you will be prompted by metamask to approve the transaction, and if everything goes 

right, your new role should appear under the “Roles” section. 

https://tokenmarket.net/what-is/how-to-import-wallet-to-metamask-with-private-keys/
https://tokenmarket.net/what-is/how-to-import-wallet-to-metamask-with-private-keys/
https://www.trufflesuite.com/tutorials/using-infura-custom-provider


Adding and manipulating entities 

You can select the operation from the drop down menu and fill out the forms: 

Produce 

When you are creating a new thing without using any existing entities from the system, like 

reaping grain, etc 

● Name: any name for the new entity 

● Quantity of the entity in the given unit 

● Unit of the entity - can be any unit like liter, kg, not validated 

● Document: id for a document stored off chain, can be anything, not important at this 

stage of the demo 

Manufacture 

When you are crating a new entity using other entities in the system as source material (if all 

source material is used up, ig gets inactive in the system) 

● Name: any name for the new entity 

● Quantity of the entity in the given unit 

● Unit of the entity - can be any unit like liter, kg, not validated 

● Source id list - comma separated list of the id-s of the source materials 

● Source quantity list - comma separated list of the quantities of the source materials it is 

interpreted in the unit of the source materials, and it is checked in the smart contract that 

you cannot consume more units than existing in the system, the consumptions are kept 

track of in the contract 

● Document: id for a document stored off chain, can be anything, not important at this 

stage of the demo 

Transport 

When you transport an entity 

● Id 

● Document 

Sell 

When you sell an entity (gets inactive) 

● Id 

● Document 

 

After filling out the form, send the transaction with the send button, you will be prompted by 

metamask to approve the transaction, and if everything goes right, new entity and document id-

s and the name of the operation will appear down in the “Status” section. 

 



Querying entities 

You can query an entity by providing its id and clicking the ‘get’ button in the ‘Get entity’ section. 

This time there is no need to verify a transaction in metamask, since we are only reading from 

the chain. If a valid id is provided all parameters (name, quantity, unit, source id-s, etc ) with all 

the past events from the operations should appear with times and information about which 

address executed them. 

Other things possible to show on frontend 

The current frontend is really basic, and doesn’t full showcase the capabilities of the smart 

contracts. Some of the things that could be implemented to show more of the functionality: 

● Disabling fields and functionality on based on roles 

● Displaying relations between entities in a more informative way, like a graph structure 

(could be used to show origins of a product, for a buyer, like if it is certified organic or 

not) 

● Smart contract error handling 

● Displaying real time smart contract updates from contract events 

● Simple demonstration of documents stored in local storage 

Possible future developments 

● Entity access restriction: only actors assigned to a certain entity can manipulate it (only 

smart contract development) 

● Role setup/registration middleware server: automation of the role setup process, much 

like a regular registration flow 

● Documents in offchain DB: documents for each operation can be created and stored in a 

database and can be searched with their on-chain stored id, these documents can be 

digitally signed. 

● Acces separation between different orgs: in the contract system different organizations 

can be set up, which by default can only access their own entities, but can give special 

approvals to other organizations. With this implemented the system could provide an 

integrated solution for cooperation between organizations. 

● Other faster, less decentralized blockchain: less important or more privacy sensitive 

status updates could be stored on different, more private, faster blockchains, the entities 

could be kept in sync by using the same id-s and integrating the chains. 

● Physical identifier integrations: bar codes, qr codes, rfid tags, etc could be used to track 

physical entities. For example a transporter could verify the transportation by adding the 

physical id and location information in the document and digitally signing it. 

● Tokenization and on-chain trading: entities could be tokenized as an erc-721 token and 

be traded on decentralized exchanges 

● Automatic certifications: a certification could be automatically awarded to a product that 

has a producing process that complies with the rules and expectations of the certificate 



Smart contracts 

Roles 

Each role can be assumed by multiple ethereum address holders, each role has its own smart 

contract, e.g. Initiator.sol. 

Initiator 

Roles are controlled by the Initiator, this is a special role that will be automatically assumed by 

the address of the deployer ethereum account. The role can be transferred.  

The other roles  

At the moment the following roles are defined to be used in the supply chain tracking process: 

● Producer 

● Manufacturer 

● Transporter 

● Seller 

The difference between the producer and the manufacturer is that the producer creates new 

entities without any source entity being consumed, and the manufacturer creates new entities 

from at least one source entity. Example: the producer is the wheat farmer, the manufacturers 

are the miller milling flour from the wheat and the baker baking bread from the flour, water, etc... 

Entities 

Entities are storing the state of anything that is tracked in the supply chain. Smart contract: 

EntityTracking.sol 

Entity parameters 

● Special: Id -integer - this is not part of the struct because of technical reasons, simple 

iterating numeric id for now, used to address various entities 

● Name - text 

● Quantity - integer - defines how many units of entity we have 

● Unit - text - describes the type of unit, like liter, pieces, kg 

● Parent entities - integer list - id-s of entities that were used as source material during the 

manufacturing of the entity 

● Child entities - integer list - id-s of entities that were manufactured using the entity as 

source material 

● Status - enum {Existing, Transformed, Sold} to keep track of existing entities in the chain 

e.g. to keep entities, that have been already consumed from used in further operations, 

like flour, that have been used to bake bread cannot be transported or sold anymore 



● Documents - text list - list of document references for each operation (probably ipfs 

hashes, but can be different based on implementation) documents can contain any type 

of data related to operations, e.g. and invoice for a sale of a picture of an entity at 

production, or a datasheet with sensory data at production 

 

Other Entity on-chain information 

Information that is not stored explicitly in entity parameters, but is queryable from the 

blockchain: 

● Operations 

○ Input parameters of operations 

○ Executer address of operation 

○ Time of operations 

 

Entity graph 

Storing the id-s for child and parent entities mean the entities can be interpreted as a graph. 

Traversing this graph can be used  to track supply chain processes in any way. For example it is 

possible to see what product was created from a given source material, or the end user can 

check the origins of a product. 

Entity operations 

Each operation can only be executed by the authorized roles. Producers can produce, and so 

on.. 

Each operation fires an ethereum event, this is going to make it easy to track everything that 

happens in the smart contract to the outside world (the frontend mostly). This is needed, 

because getting information from ethereum transactions is not trivial otherwise. This has 

technical reasons, mostly the asynchronous nature on the ethereum system. 

Produce 

Used to add new raw material to the supply chain 

● Creates new entities 

Parameters 

bytes memory name, 

uint quantity, 

bytes memory unit, 

bytes memory document 



Manufacture 

Used to add new entities that are manufactured from other entities, keeps track of consumed 

entities too. 

● Creates new entities 

● Deactivates entities 

Parameters 

uint[] memory sourceIds, 

uint[] memory sourceQuantitiesToConsume, 

bytes memory name, 

uint quantity, 

bytes memory unit, 

bytes memory document 

 

Transport 

● Doesn’t create or deactivate entities 

Parameters 

uint id,  

bytes memory document 

 

Sell 

● Deactivates entities 

Parameters 

uint id,  

bytes memory document 

 

Javascript-smart contract interface 

Each smart contract is interfaced through a js-smart contract interface class in 

/app/src/contractInterfaces, these can be used to communicate with the contracts 

without much smart contract programming skills. These interfaces are used for the frontend 

development. For testing and development these interfaces are exposed to the browser console 

so it is possible (with metamask set up) to initiate transactions to all methods of all contracts. 

E.g:  

await App.producer.addProducer("0x141b48f6e2926eF89977A63F1f0dF9985eDF6A18") 

await App.trackedEntities.produce("beer", 3, "liter", "0x1")  



These will set an (my) address as producer and produce 3 liters of beer. 


